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249 Covell, Jon Carter & Alan: KOREAN IMPACT ON JAPANESE CULTURE. Japan’s Hidden History. Elizabeth,
1984. 115 pp. 144 illustrations, 96 in colour. Bibliography. 25x19 cm. Cloth.
£20.00

The authors present archaeological evidence to demonstrate the pivotal role played by Korea in the early centuries of Japan’s cultural
development.

330 Lillehoj, E. ed: ARCHAISM AND ANTIQUARIANISM IN KOREAN AND JAPANESE ART. Chicago, 2013.
240 pp. Colour and b/w text illustrations. 27x19 cm. Cloth.
£45.00

Comprises nine conference papers by various scholars exploring the importance of the emulation of the past in Korean and Japanese
art. Split into three sections: Reimagining the Past; Collectors, Patrons and Connoisseurs; Facing Challenges to the Tradition. An interesting contribution.

401 Shionoya Hiroji: 100 OF THE BEST ANTIQUE CHESTS. Yi Dynasty and Japanese Chests. Tokyo, 1980. 218
pp. text in Japanese. 11 pp. in Eng. 104 pieces illustrated & described, 30 in colour. 26x19 cm. Cloth, slipcase.
£35.00

Each plate is accompanied by English captions. This fascinating account of the appearance of the Japanese Tansu (chest of drawers)
depicts chests from the Korean Yi period & Japanese Edo & Meiji periods.

412 Tokyo National Museum: ENVOYS FROM KOREA. Japan-Korean Cultural Exchange for 200 Years in PreModern Period. Tokyo, 1985. 100 pp. 11 colour plates, many b/w illustrations. Plate captions in English. 26x18 cm.
Paper.
£25.00
Catalogue of an exhibition of paintings, calligraphy and other materials evidencing the close contact between Korean and Japan during the Edo period.

445 Blaser, Werner: TEMPEL UND TEEHAUS IN JAPAN / THE TEMPLE AND TEAHOUSE IN JAPAN. Basel,
1988. 179 pp. 90 plates, 7 in colour, 33 line drawings. 31x32 cm. Cloth.
£40.00

Revised, bilingual edition of this classic. The high quality illustrations are accompanied by an analysis of the elements which provided
the original inspiration.

463 Chevrillon, Olivier intro: LE JAPONISME. Paris, 1988. 341 pp. Numerous colour and b/w plates. Bibliography.
31x23 cm. Paper.
£20.00
Exhibition held at Le Grand Palais. Excellently written and beautifully illustrated. Text in French.

474 COLLECTION OF FUNDAMENTAL DOCUMENTATION OF THE HISTORY OF JAPANESE
SCULPTURE OF THE KAMAKURA PERIOD: INSCRIBED PIECES: VOLUME SIX. Nihon Chokokushi
Kiso Shiryo Shusei: Kamakura Jidai: 6. Tokyo, 2008. 4, 238; 18, 208 pp. 1 colour and 205 pp. b/w plates. Numerous
b/w text illustrations. 2 vols. 30x21 cm. Cloth.
£350.00

Volume Six (of a projected series of 8) in this series of works examining all known inscribed examples of Kamakura period Japanese
Buddhist sculpture. This volume examines a further 30 sculptures (listed as sculptures 167-196) from various Japanese collections and
temples and which are extensively discussed in this volume with detailed black-and-white photography showing the sculptures from
all angles and with many close-up shots. This sixth volume is in two parts — one volume of text and one of plates. Text in Japanese.
An important study reference. Other volumes in the series are available.

475 Compton Collection: JAPANESE SWORD AND SWORD FITTINGS. From the Collection of Dr. Walter A.
Compton (Part I). New York, 1992. 441 pp. 399 lots, all illustrated, much in colour. Glossary. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£80.00
Monumental sale catalogue from Christie’s of perhaps the best collection of Japanese swords to have come under the hammer in this
century. All blades illustrated in full and in detail. Also includes tsuba, menuki, etc.

476 Conant, Ellen P. et al: NIHONGA. Transcending the Past : Japanese-Style Painting, 1868-1968. New York, 1996.
352 pp. 250 colour and 117 b/w illustrations. Appendices, bibliography, index. 30x23 cm. Cloth.
£60.00

Published in conjunction with the groundbreaking exhibition at the Saint Louis Art Museum, this book on 171 works by 61 artists exhibits the merging of Japanese tradition with Western influences into the art called Nihonga. Many of the paintings have not been seen
outside Japan.

485 Dening, Walter: THE LIFE OF TOYOTOMI HIDEYOSHI. Tokyo, 1955. xiv, 360 pp. 2 maps, 6 plates, 3 in
colour. 22x16 cm. Cloth.
£10.00
A warlord of humble origins who, in 1590, completed the work of national reunification begun by Oda Nobunga. Third edition.

500 Franck, Harry A: THE JAPANESE EMPIRE. A Geographical Reader. Travels in Many Lands. Dansville, 1927.
256 pp. c. 70 b/w illustrations. 19x13 cm. Cloth.
£15.00

Travels in Japan and depictions of the life of the Japanese. With a chapter on Formosa, 6 chapters on Korea and one on Russia. Interesting photographs taken by the author throughout the Japanese empire.
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527 Hirata, Yutaka: EBUSSHI NO JIDAI. (The Era of Buddhist Painting Masters). Tokyo, 1997. 16, ix, 284; 303 pp.
4 pp. colour and 12 pp. b/w plates. 2 vols. 25x19 cm. Cloth.
£60.00

A detailed study in two volumes; research and historical materials. Covers Japanese Buddhist painting from the Nara to Momoyama
periods. In Japanese.

538 Ikenaga Hajime: HOSAI BANKWA DAIHOKAN — IKENAGA SHUSHUHIN MOKUROKU. (An Outline of
Exotic Art of Japan). Osaka, 1933. 10, 5; 5, 10 pp. text, 206 plates, mostly in colour. 5 vols. 31x24 cm. Half-leather
case, broken.
£400.00

A collection of plates in 2 volumes, with extensive descriptions, of Nanban art objects in the Ikenaga Collection. 3 additional pamphlets
included — English Supplement Catalogue of the Iquenaga Collection, An Outline of Exotic Art of Japan, and a Japanese text leaflet.
Ex-library with minimal markings. Rare.

540 Imao Keinen: KEINEN KACHO GAFU. (Keinen’s Album of Flowers and Birds). 景年花鳥畫譜 。 今尾景年.
Hangzhou, 2009. A total of 134 full page colour woodblock illustrations, some double page. 36x25 cm. Paper.
£70.00

Full-size facsimile of Imao Keinen’s most famous work, a four volume depiction of birds and flowers throughout the seasons, and one
of the finest books produced in the late 19th century in Japan. One volume each for Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. Published in
parts in the years 1891 and 1892. Keinen did the original drawings for the work and the woodblocks were then cut by Tanaka Jihei.
A total of 134 full page colour woodblock illustrations, demonstrating considerable artistic accomplishment. Shows considerable variety of Japanese birds, flowers, plants and trees.

548 Jenyns, Soame: JAPANESE PORCELAIN. Faber Monographs on Pottery & Porcelain. London, 1965. xiii, 352
pp. 124 plates, 4 in colour. Appendixes, bibliography and index. 25x16 cm. Cloth.
£30.00

The first comprehensive book on the subject, it traces the history of the important kilns and potters, and outlines the many theories and
traditions about the various wares that exist in Japan. First edition with its dustjacket, good.

567 Kidder, J. Edward: THE JOMON POTTERY OF JAPAN. Artibus Asiae Supplement 17. Ascona, 1957. xvi, 200
pp. 7 plates, 45 figures. 32x24 cm. Cloth.
£40.00
The major study on the subject.

577 Levy, Dana and Sneider, Lea: KANBAN. Shop Signs of Japan. Tokyo, 1983. 168 pp. 24 pp. in colour, 80 pp. in
gravure. 150 b/w plates. 31x22 cm. Cloth.
£15.00

This volume, the first work in English on the subject, will appeal to all with an eye for design and style, as well as the craftsperson and
the collector. Introduces an excellent collection of 100 signs.

596 Makino, T. and Genzirô Oka: FLORAL CALENDAR OF JAPAN. Tourist Library 20. Tokyo, 1938. 82 pp. Many
illustrations, 3 in colour. 19x13 cm. Paper.
£15.00

A delightful inter-War introduction to the floral culture of Japan, arranged by the months of the year, in this highly-collectable Tourist
Library series. First edition.

598 Meech-Pekarik, Julia: THE FLYING WHITE HORSE. Artibus Asiae XLIII, 1/2 offprint. Ascona, 1982 (8) pp.
text. 15 b/w illustrations 31x23 cm. Paper.
£10.00

Transmission of the Valahassa Jataka imagery from India to Japan as seen in the 13th century illustrated Japanese Kannon Sutra, a
handscroll owned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

604 Monzino Collection: THE CARLO MONZINO COLLECTION OF JAPANESE SWORD FITTINGS AND
SWORDS. The Property of a Private Trust. London, 1996. 122 pp. 462 objects illustrated, mostly in colour. 28x22
cm. Boards.
£45.00
Sotheby’s sale catalogue containing 462 fine tsuba, kosuka, swords etc.

609 Münsterberg, Hugo: MINGEI: FOLK ARTS OF OLD JAPAN. New York, 1965. 144 pp. Chronology,
bibliography. 92 illustrations, 6 in colour, tipped in. 25x22 cm. Boards.
£15.00
Catalogue of an exhibition at the Asia House Gallery in the spring of 1965.

618 Okada Jo comp: LACQUER ARTS OF JAPAN. Nihon no Urushi. Tokyo, 2003. c.120 pp. per volume. Colour
plates throughout. B/w text illustrations. 6 vols. 35x27 cm. Boards.
£400.00

Reprint of this extremely fine work on Japanese lacquer in six volumes. Volumes 1-4 are on maki-e, volume 5 on maki-e and negoro,
volume 6 on raden, kamakura-bori and chinkin lacquers. Each volume has fullpage colour plates. List of plates in English, otherwise
Japanese text.

667 Stewart, David B: THE MAKING OF A MODERN JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE 1868 TO THE PRESENT.
London, 1998. 304 pp. 400 b/w photos and plans. 30x23 cm. Cloth.
£30.00
A study of the development of Japanese architecture from the beginning of the Meiji period to the 1980s. A detailed and good history.
Well-illustrated.

668 Sumitani Koichiro: SANUKI SHITSUGEI: KOGEI OKOKU NO KEIFU. (The Art of Sanuki Lacquer Wares).
讚岐漆藝 ： 工藝王國の系譜. Tokyo, 2005. 396 pp. Numerous colour plates. 26x19 cm. Wrappers.
£105.00

Sanuki is the old name for the present—day town of Kagawa in Japan, long a centre of the making of lacquer objects. This study explores the history and heritage of Sanuki lacquer wares from the Edo through to the present day. Well illustrated. Text in Japanese.

673 Takamatsu City Museum of Art: ZOKOKU TAMAKAJI. Takamatsu, 2004. 275 pp. c. 80 pp. colour plates, colour
illustrations. 25x26 cm. Cloth.
£80.00
Catalogue of an exhibition that explores the craftsmanship of the late Edo lacquer artist Zokokku Tamakaji who founded the tradition
of Sanuki lacquer. All 54 extremely fine and beautiful exhibits (trays, lacquer furniture, bowls, inro, saddles etc.) are shown in colour.
Superb workmanship. There is also a 128 page reproduction of a diary kept by the artist that lists works and his patrons. Text in Japanese only.
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674 Takashina Shuji intro: 1910 JAPON DES AVANT GARDES 1970. Paris, 1986. 543 pp. Illustrated throughout.
Chronology and bibliography. 30x21 cm. Paper.
£45.00

A definitive work on the subject, covering the period from 1910 to 1970, prepared as the catalogue for an exhibition at the Pompidou
Centre. accompanied by long essays on such subjects as experimental cinema, neo-Dada and anti-art. Text in French. Scarce.

676 Terry, T. Philip: TERRY’S JAPANESE EMPIRE INCLUDING KOREA AND FORMOSA. A Guidebook for
£65.00
Travelers. London, 1914. cclxxxiii, 799 pp. 8 Specially drawn maps and 21 plans. 16x11 cm. Cloth.

A guidebook for travellers. Including Korea and Taiwan. With chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian railway, and the chief ocean
routes to Japan. A huge amount of information from the early 20th century. Good copy.

683 Tokuhara, Kamitaka: KANO SANRAKU’S SONG OF EVERLASTING SORROW. Tokyo, 2006. 131, xiii pp.
98 pp. colour plates. 2 foldouts. 31x24 cm. Cloth.
£175.00

A discussion with extensive colour illustration of this famous handscroll painted by the Edo artist, Kano Sanraku. The scroll is a depiction of the famous Chinese ode: ‘The Song of Everlasting Sorrow’ written by the Tang poet, Bai Juyi. 13 pages of text and captions
to plates in English. Main text in Japanese.

685 Trautz, F. M: JAPAN KOREA AND FORMOSA. The Landscape / Architecture / Life of the People. Berlin, 1930.
XXIX pp. text. 256 b/w plates. 31x24 cm. Cloth.
£50.00

English edition of this very fine black-and-white photographic record of Japan and its inhabitants with glimpses of its neighbours
Korea and Taiwan, taken in the twenties. Text in English and captions in 5 languages. A nice copy, couple of marks to the covers but
very clean inside.

687 Tsujimoto Hidegoro & Yoseikai ed: TSUISHU SAKUHIN ZUROKU. (An Illustrated Catalogue of the Work of
Tsuishu Yosei). 堆朱作品圖錄 。 口本秀五郎 楊成會 編. Tokyo, n.d. (1928). 4, 5 pp. text booklet plus 39 (of 40)
loose sheets, each with a tipped-in colour plate and paper cover listing objects shown. 33x45 cm. Paper booklet plus
loose leaves in board case.
£300.00

Tsuishu Yosei was the hereditary name given to a famous family of Japanese lacquer artists, whose craftsmanship dates back to the
mid-14th century and who specialized in ‘tsuishu’ in the style of Chinese carved lacquers in relief. Many such fine examples are shown
here in good colour plates. The majority of the items shown appear to be Edo-period. A total of 152 items (of a total of 156) are illustrated on 39 tipped-in colour photographic plates. This copy lacks the sheet that shows items 87-90. Each colour plate has a protective thick paper cover that lists the items shown on the plate. Smaller text booklet (27x35cm) with introductions. All text in Japanese.
Rare.
Wear to the cloth case. Booklet and plates in fine condition.

691 Wang Kai et al: KAISHIEN GADEN HATSUSHU. (The Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting: Part One —
Jieziyuan Huazhuan Chuji). 芥子園畫傳初集 。 王概 等 。京都書肆 ： 菱屋孫兵衛， 和漢書畫譜翻刻書物
所. Kyoto, n.d. (19th century) Various paginations. Colour and b/w woodblock illustrations throughout. 5 vols.
27x17 cm. Stitched, in a cloth case.
£2,500.00

A fine facsimile reprint of the first complete part (chuji) of the Kaihsien Gaden, based on the Japanese edition first published by Hishiya
Magobei in Kyoto in 1780. The Kaishien Gaden is the Japanese for the Jieziyuan Huazhuan (The Mustard Seed Garden Manual of
Painting) first published in China in 1679. The Manual provoked great interest in Japan and parts of the work were published in Japan
from 1744 onwards. The first complete set (comprising parts 1-3) was published by Hishiya Magobei in 1780.
The copy of part one offered here is undated but likely to be a Meiji edition. It is in very good condition and has interesting provenance, from a Boston collector. The front of the case has an inscribed book plate with a seal (as yet undeciphered) and a signature that
may read ‘J. E. Grofrey.’ The same seal is impressed on the book labels of the separate fascicles and on the front cover of the first along
with a western-style seal impression, reading ‘M.G.R.’ and with three characters probably intended to be read as the Chinese name
of the collector. This seal impression also appears inside the cover of the case.
The work is illustrated throughout with a combination of black-and-white and colour woodblock printing. The colour printing is
very pleasing. Overall the work presents itself as a fine example of early Chinese printing of the Kangxi reign and testament to the influence of the work in Japan. All text in Chinese.
The contents of Part 1 of the Jieziyuan Huazhuan covered Trees, Rocks and Landscapes: Vol. 1: Text. Vols. 2, 3 and the first half of
Vol. 4 — b/w woodblock images; latter part of vol. 4 and vol. 5 colour woodblock images.
In fine condition. Original beige covers with title slips to all volumes. Rare.

707 Wrangham, E. A.; Joe Earle ed: THE INDEX OF INRO ARTISTS. Alnwick, 1995. c. 380 pp. Over 2,000
signature reproductions. 28x22 cm. Cloth.
£85.00
The first extensive dictionary of Japanese inro artists whose signatures appear on the miniature medicine-cases called inro. The result of over 35 years’ study by the owner of the world’s most comprehensive collection, the index contains over 2,704 biographies, all
with characters.

